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Hybrid III-V/SOI resonant cavity enhanced photodetector

SUPANNEE LEARKTHANAKHACHON, ALIREZA TAGHIZADEH, GYEONG CHEOL PARK, KRESTEN YVIND, AND IL-SUG CHUNG*

Department of Photonics Engineering (DTU Fotonik), Technical University of Denmark
Ørsteds Plads, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract: A hybrid III-V/SOI resonant-cavity-enhanced photodetector (RCE-PD) structure comprising a high-contrast grating (HCG) reflector, a hybrid grating (HG) reflector, and an air cavity between them, has been proposed and investigated. In the proposed structure, a light absorbing material is integrated as part of the HG reflector, enabling a very compact vertical cavity. Numerical investigations show that a quantum efficiency close to 100 % and a detection linewidth of about 1 nm can be achieved, which are desirable for wavelength division multiplexing applications. Based on these results, a hybrid RCE-PD sample has been fabricated by heterogeneously integrating an InP-based material onto a silicon-on-insulator wafer and has been characterized, which shows a clear enhancement in photo-current at the designed wavelength. This indicates that the HG reflector provides a field enhancement sufficient for RCE-PD operation. In addition, a capability of feasibly selecting the detection wavelength during fabrication as well as a possibility of realizing silicon-integrated bi-directional transceivers are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The high contrast grating (HCG) is a near-subwavelength grating surrounded by low-refractive-index materials. It can provide a reflectivity close to 100% over a broad wavelength range [1], as well as control over reflection phase [2–5]. Based on these properties, many interesting vertical-cavity laser (VCL) structures with novel functionalities have been realized [6–18]. Among them, the hybrid VCL approach appears promising for long wavelength applications, which combines a III-V material including a gain material with an HCG reflector formed in the silicon (Si) layer of a Si-on-insulator (SOI) wafer [11–14]. The term, hybrid represents the heterogeneous integration of a III-V material with Si. The hybrid VCL can output light into a Si waveguide [11–13] and achieve a very high speed [14] by using an HCG for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization to achieve a very small mode volume [19]. For example, its modulation current efficiency factor can be three-times larger than those of conventional vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). These properties make the hybrid VCL a promising candidate light source for chip-level optical interconnect applications as well as large datacenter applications.
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic cross-section of a III-V/SOI RCE-PD based on an HCG and an HG reflector. (b) Schematic cross-section of an HG reflector with an absorbing layer included in the III-V cap layer.

However, its heat dissipation efficiency is limited by the low-refractive-index material (poor thermal conductor) between the III-V material and the Si HCG, unless a metallic structure is used as a heat spreading channel [11, 20]. A recently-reported grating structure referred to hybrid grating (HG) [21–23] or zero-contrast grating [24] has a potential to solve this challenge. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the HG structure consists of a Si grating layer and an InP-based layer referred to as cap layer. Since HG reflectors can provide an even broader stopband than HCG reflectors [21, 22], a vertical cavity structure comprising an HG reflector with an active material in the cap layer, a dummy cavity, and another mirror can potentially be used for a VCL or a resonant-cavity enhanced photodetector (RCE-PD), as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this cavity, there is no low-refractive-index material between the III-V active layer and the Si grating layer, which facilitates the heat generated around the active layer flowing toward the Si substrate. A comparative investigation of heat dissipation efficiencies of various hybrid VCL structures [25] shows that the main heat dissipation channel is through the Si substrate and the HG-based hybrid VCL structure has a nearly two-times smaller thermal resistance than the HCG-based one, thanks to the increased downward heat flux. Though the HG-based vertical cavity structure has an interesting potential for VCLs or RCE-PDs, there has been no study on whether the field enhancement in the cap layer is strong enough for RCE-PD operation.

In this paper, we numerically and experimentally investigate a hybrid RCE-PD structure which is based on a HG reflector with an absorbing material in the cap layer. In Section 2, the influence of the absorbing material on the HG reflectance as well as a designing principle for achieving a high absorption efficiency, is discussed based on numerical simulations. In Section 3, a RCE-PD sample is fabricated and characterized. These numerical and experimental results indicate that the field enhancement in the cap layer is sufficiently high for RCE-PD operation. Finally, a capability of determining the detection wavelength during fabrication and a possibility of bi-directional optical transceivers are discussed. This kind of RCE-PDs with a narrow detection bandwidth is highly desirable for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) application [26], since it can eliminate the need for demultiplexing component, as well as inherently providing a high speed and high responsivity [27].

2. Device structure and design of mirrors

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the hybrid RCE-PD structure consists of an InP HCG, an HG, and an air cavity between them, of which detailed layer structures are presented in Table 1. Numerical investigations used a home-made simulator, which is based on the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method [28] and an efficient reformulation for TM polarization [29]. The TM and TE polarizations represent waves with an electric field perpendicular and parallel
Table 1. Device structure. The III-V cap layer in Fig. 1 is composed of the p-cladding layer to n-cladding layer in this table. The InP HCG has a grating period of 735 nm and a grating bar width of 365 nm, while the Si grating has a period of 735 nm and a bar width of 315 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer name</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Doping (cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>incident medium</td>
<td>air</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCG layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>530.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gap layer</td>
<td>air</td>
<td>664.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-cladding layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>380.0</td>
<td>1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cladding layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>272.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absorbing layer</td>
<td>InGaAs</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cladding layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etch stop</td>
<td>InGaAsP</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-cladding layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>189.9</td>
<td>1.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grating layer</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exiting medium</td>
<td>SiO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 includes the thickness and material properties of each layer in the device structure. The p-cladding layer is composed of the InP material with a thickness of 380.0 nm, while the n-cladding layer is composed of InP with a thickness of 189.9 nm. The HCG layer, with a period of 735 nm and a grating bar width of 365 nm, is made of InP. The Si grating has a period of 735 nm and a bar width of 315 nm.

Firstly, let us investigate the effect of absorption in the cap layer on the HG reflectance. Figure 2(a) compares the reflectance spectra of two HGs, which are identical except for the existence of absorption in the cap layer. For the HG with absorption, the reduction in reflectance values occurs over all wavelengths, which is attributed to absorption since there is negligible difference between the transmittance spectra of the two HGs. In the investigated HG structure, the absorption occurs mostly in the InGaAs absorbing layer, while the absorption in the doped cladding layers is found to be negligible. We need to note that the reduction in reflectance is much larger at shorter wavelengths. It appears that if light stays in the HG structure for a longer time, it has more chance of passing the absorbing layers, increasing the amount of absorption. The time for a light staying in the HG structure can be quantified by the reflection delay time, \( \tau = (\partial \theta / \partial \lambda) \times (\lambda^2/2 \pi c) \) [9], where \( \theta \) is the reflection phase of the HG reflector and \( c \) is the speed of light in the air. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the delay time of the HG is much longer at shorter wavelengths, supporting the explanation above. The HG reflectance, \( R_{HG} \) at a target wavelength, \( \lambda_0 \) of 1550 nm is 98.75%, which is denoted by a green dotted line in Fig. 2(a). This value can be adjusted by changing the reflectance of a passive HG (with absorption turned off) or by changing the absorbing layer thickness or absorbing material. The TE reflectance at 1550-nm wavelength is 46.4%.

In conventional RCE-PD structures, the condition for maximizing the absorption efficiency, \( \eta \) which is defined as the ratio of the absorbed power over the incident power and is sometimes referred to as quantum efficiency, is given by \( R_1(\lambda_0) = R_2(\lambda_0) e^{-2 \alpha_0(\lambda_0) d_0} \) [27]. Here, \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the reflectances of the light incident mirror and exit mirror, and \( \alpha_0 \) and \( d_0 \) are the absorption coefficient and thickness of the absorbing layer, respectively. Since in the proposed hybrid RCE-PD structure, the damping of the field intensity occurs not in the cavity but in the HG reflector, the above condition is modified as,

\[
R_{HCG}(\lambda_0) = R_{HG}(\lambda_0, \alpha_0(\lambda_0), d_0). \tag{1}
\]
Fig. 2. (a) Calculated reflectance spectra of a HG with and without considering the absorption in the cap layer for TM polarized light. (b) Calculated reflection delay-time spectrum of the HG in (a). (c) Calculated reflectance spectra of HCGs with sidewall angles of 0° and 4.5°, for TM polarized light. (d) Calculated absorption spectra of a RCE-PD for incident fields with different polarizations. (e) Electric field intensity profile, $|E_x|$ at the absorption peak wavelength in (d). (f) Calculated absorption peak linewidth as a function of the product of mirror reflectances.

Here, $R_{HCG}$ and $R_{HG}$ are the reflectances of an HCG and an HG, respectively.

Now, the InP HCG is designed to meet the above condition. From the etching test of InP gratings, it was found that the side wall of grating bars is angled at about 4.5°, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). We have found that in angled cases, if the grating bar width at the middle of the grating height is identical to that of the vertical grating bar (with a zero angle), the angled and vertical cases have almost same reflectance spectra, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(c) also shows that at 1550-nm wavelength, the angled HCG reflectance is very close to the HG reflectance value of 98.75% (green dotted line), satisfying the condition of Eq. (1). The TE reflectance at 1550-nm wavelength is 20.2%.

As shown in Fig. 2(d), the quantum efficiency of the hybrid RCE-PD with the designed HG and HCG reflectors, reaches close to 100% at 1550-nm wavelength selectively for a TM polarized incident field. There is no enhancement for TE polarized incident field, since the
3. Fabrication and characterization

Based on the investigated design, a hybrid III-V/SOI detector sample was fabricated by heterogeneously integrating InP-based III-V layers onto an SOI wafer [13]. Firstly, Si gratings were patterned in the Si layer of an SOI wafer by using electron beam (e-beam) lithography and dry etching processes. It was followed by the direct wafer-bonding of an InP-based epitaxy wafer onto the SOI wafer and annealing at 300°C. The InP-based epitaxy wafer was grown by using our metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) machine. After removing the InP substrate, InP gratings for an HCG reflector were defined in the top InP layer of the III-V layers by using e-beam lithography and dry etching processes. Then, several photo lithography, and wet and dry etching steps were performed to define mesas. After this, metal contacts were formed by using metal deposition and lift-off processes. Finally, the InP grating structure was released by sacrificially wet-etching the InGaAs layer underneath the grating layer, which forms
For characterizations, light from a tunable laser output was polarized and was delivered to the detector sample through a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Electrical probes that were put on the metal contacts were used to supply a bias voltage and measure the photo current. Since it is hard to directly determine the polarization of the light from the PM fiber, we accepted the polarization angle which gave the largest peak photo-current, as corresponding to the TM polarization. Then, the polarization angle which is rotated by 90° from the TM polarization angle was accepted as corresponding to the TE polarization. The power loss from the tunable laser to the end of the PM fiber is more than 10 dB.

Figure 3(c) shows the current curve as a function of reverse bias voltage, $V$ with no incident light. The dark current in the reverse bias regime ($V > 0$) is about 0.6 nA. The differential resistance in the forward bias regime ($V < 0$) is about 450 $\Omega$, which is attributed to the high resistance p-InP contact. This large resistance can be significantly reduced by employing a tunnel junction, which allows to replace the high resistance p-InP contact with a low-resistance n-InP contact.

Figure 4(a) shows the photo-current spectra for TE and TM polarized incident lights. The generation of photo-current is highly enhanced around 1548-nm wavelength selectively for TM polarization, which agrees with the numerical anticipation as shown in Fig. 2(d). The measured peak wavelength, $\lambda$ of 1548 nm differs from the calculated one, $\lambda_0$ of 1550 nm by 2 nm, which is a small deviation in short cavity lasers. If the detection wavelength is to be more accurately controlled, a dynamic tuning by e.g., MEMS or heat is needed. The measured linewidth, $\Delta\lambda$ of about 3.2 nm is larger than the numerical anticipation of about 1.1 nm. Referring to the analytic relation plotted in Fig. 2(f), this implies that the reflectance product, $R_{HG}R_{HCG}$ of the fabricated sample represented by the green circle in Fig. 2(f) is smaller than the designed value represented by the red circle. This could be attributed to the deviation of the absorption coefficient of the InGaAs layer as well as layer thicknesses from the values used for simulations. Thus, for future revised devices, it is needed to experimentally measure the absorption coefficient and more carefully calibrate the growth rate through multiple growth runs, SEM measurements of thicknesses, and in-situ thickness monitoring. As discussed in [21, 33], the HG and HCG reflectances are tolerable over various typical fabrication deviations of about 10 nm. Thus, with aforementioned calibrations done, the design reflectances and linewidth will be able to be achieved.

Figure 4(b) shows the peak photo-current as a function of reverse bias voltage at several incident light powers. The photo-current increases with the bias voltage and incident power
increasing, and given an incident power it saturates beyond a specific voltage, which is typical for p-i-n PDs. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we did not translate photo-currents into responsivities or quantum efficiencies, since the light receiving area, i.e., the top HCG area (12 μm × 12 μm) appears to be smaller than the size of the diverging incident beam from a PM fiber, at the top HCG surface. In future works, a larger device is needed for estimating responsivities.

Let us discuss the high speed potential of this RCE-PD structure. The speed of a p-i-n PD is determined by the transit time, $t_{TR} = (w/v_d)$, and RC constant, $t_{RC} = (R_L + R_s)C$, where $w$ is the depletion region width, $v_d$, drift velocity, $R_L$, external load resistance, $R_s$, internal series resistance, and $C$, internal capacitance [34]. In the current sample, approximating the depletion region width, $w$ by the un-doped layer thickness of 386 nm and assuming a saturated drift velocity of 10^5 m/s [34], the intrinsic bandwidth, $f_{in}$ is about 41 GHz ($= 1/2\pi t_{TR}$). However, the extrinsic bandwidth $f_{ex}$ is less than 1 GHz ($= 1/2\pi t_{RC}$), mainly due to the high internal series resistance. If the resistance is reduced to e.g., 50 Ω by employing a tunnel junction, the upper cladding area is 15 μm × 15 μm, and the load resistance is small, the $f_{ex}$ can be larger than 50 GHz. This shows that there is a potential for achieving a high speed by minimizing the parasitics in future devices.

The detection wavelength can be feasibly determined during fabrication, since the reflection phase of an HCG or an HG which influences the resonance wavelength can be controlled by changing the grating period or bar width [2, 4]. The whole C-band can be covered. This kind of control during fabrication is very limited for conventional RCE-PDs based on DBRs [35]. The same structure can be used for a laser by only changing the HG and HCG grating parameters so as to make their reflectances high enough for lasing. This implies that both a VCL and a RCE-PD can be made from the same layer structure, which enables a Si-integrated bi-directional transceiver. Furthermore, if the top HCG is actuated by using MEMS technology [8], the detection wavelength and lasing wavelength become tunable. This tuning capability will allow for accurate control of lasing and detection wavelengths, which is required for dense WDM applications.

4. Conclusion

A hybrid III-V/SOI RCE-PD has been numerically and experimentally investigated, which consists of an InP HCG, an HG with an absorbing material, and an air cavity between them. These investigations show that the field enhancement within the HG is large enough for RCE-PD operation. Numerical simulations anticipate that the proposed hybrid RCE-PD can achieve a quantum efficiency close to 100 % and a detection linewidth of about 1 nm. Characterization of fabricated samples shows that careful calibration of growth rate and absorption coefficient is required to realize them. The detection linewidth and wavelength can be feasibly engineered during fabrication by changing the reflectances and reflection phases of HCG and HG reflectors.
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